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Abstract—When users look for information on the Internet
through their smart devices, their physical location is usually
highly correlated with the contents they are trying to find.
Actually, localization (as well as language) is an integral part
of the input data used by web search engines to customize the
information provided to the users. Based on this concept, we have
designed a Location Based Service (LBS), called LAW (Location
Aware Web), which exploits the relationship between Web based
applications and the context, including mainly the position and
other sensor or personal information. In this paper, we outline
the LAW concept, the design of the protocol to support the
idea and the description of a system implementing both concept
and protocol. We have designed a protocol to support the LAW
service, intended for the application OSI layer based on a client-
server architecture. We also present the design and prototypes
of subsystem implementing both idea and protocol, including all
the necessary details: hardware selection, network technology and
developed software. In the industrial environment, the Location
Aware Web service could be used to provide feasible information
for the user, for example, support to procedure operations such
as maintenance or stock control.

I. INTRODUCTION

While there is a lot of interest about providing context-
aware information and the development of systems featur-
ing such services are within actual technology, the concept
and implementation are not yet standardized and mature.
Today using trivial context information in Web application is
commonplace. Probably, the most frequent data about user
context is language, but geographical location is also used
to provide handy information to the user; for instance, the
Google search engine can access to your location in order
to produce results relevant to the area [1]. On the other hand,
geographical position is trivially available nowadays in modern
smart-phones and indoor location and navigation is an active
research topic that will produce mature technologies in the
short term. Besides location, context information arises a lot
of interest, and can be used as another input to provide users
with more accurate and useful information.

There are a lot of user cases where context information
could be very useful in a GPS-denied environment, such as
inside a building or in an industrial infrastructure. For instance:

1) Indoor navigation, where the context is the actual
position, the task (the place we want to reach), and
the provided information could be a map, a text with
navigation instructions, or images to show the way.

2) Maintenance, where the context will be the actual
position (for example, close to a given machine), the

task (doing maintenance) and the provided informa-
tion could be the maintenance report or instructions;
it could even possible to produce a form with a check
list to be filled in-site.

3) Material request, where the context will be the actual
position (at the storekeeper office), the task (re-
questing a tool) and the provided information could
be the request form or the availability of the tool.
Additionally, the system could use another context
information (user, role or group) to check if that
person is authorized to get that tool.

As we see in the examples, the context could be used to
provide more relevant information, but context data need to be
very flexible in its definition. Moreover, context data could be
automatically acquired by sensors or could be introduced by
the user (a log-in, personal data or input), could be persistent
in time (doing a long term task) or be volatile (an instant
position). Some data will be commonly present in the context
(of which position and task will be the most important),
and some other data could be used rarely. Thus, information
classification is not a simple task and will need a suitable
approach to consider its variability.

The information requested by the user should be delivered
to him or her based upon the context. Nowadays, Web appli-
cations are the most important way to provide information to
any user on the world. As a matter of fact, HTML 5, the new
standard for web pages formatting includes an API to get the
user geoposition (the Geolocation API [2]). The geoposition
could be added to a HTTP POST request by means of a
JavaScript script and could be processed by the web server
to follow a link or select relevant data. Web protocol and
services could be used to provide Location Based Services.
Reference [3] is a good example of expanding those APIs, by
using custom URI-schemes and implementing a new Location
Based Service called ONPOI to provide a link to the context
service. The main inconvenient of this approach is that the
proposed system can’t use existing web applications, unless
they undertake a (minor) revision. Another drawback is that
it relies in a custom URI-scheme that should be approved
before wide distribution in order to avoid name collision or
compatibility problems with other applications.

In [4] and [5] we find some antecedents of frameworks
and/or toolkits for developing context-aware application, but
they confine their work inside the mobile (widgets) while we
will try to interact with other systems. Besides we will try
to use context data to target problems related to (industrial)
processes instead of application interaction.
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One of our problems will be finding the server (the IP) run-
ning our LBS, a problem related to the DNS service. Actually,
in [6] we find an extension to the DNS to implement LBS. One
important thing about that article is that they concluded that
DNS is a good solution for their problem because it is based
in UDP. While we agree with them, we propose to separate
that functionality in another service because its functionality
is so simple that it is not worth to be integrated in another
(more complex) system.

II. THE LAW CONCEPT

Our starting point is establishing the relationship between
context data and provided information and defining their
scopes. In our opinion in order to decouple context data
and information provided you must separate completely these
concepts and define a common interface for them. Since the
problem consists in finding a relation between some data and
an information resource, we will try to keep the description
data as abstract as possible and use the simplest way to
reference to information. Thus, their definitions will be:

• Context Data is a set of meta-data, i.e. pairs (label,
value), gathered by the client and relevant to the server
in order to produce information. Important things
about context data are that it could be domain specific
and it is useful to find the information that the user
needs. Obviously, we will use XML to store, transmit
and manage Context Data, since it is a standard and
extensible format very appropriate for the description
of domain dependent data. The position will be one
of the context data.

• Information is an URL, an available resource in a
web-site. Since the information required by the user
could be of any kind, the best solution is to keep it as a
resource in a Web server. That way we will provide the
user an image, a sound, a web page, a pdf document or
even a full Web Service. This way the expected result
from the LBS is both concrete and flexible. We must
emphasize that we will not make any requirement on
the URL or a Web application in the URL, apart from
being valid. The information should exist previously
to be accessed from the Location Based Service.

Our solution resolved the problem in two phases, the first
one is specific: we determine context data and find the URL,
the second is just an ordinary web navigation. This way
we ensure system decoupling. Because Web application and
navigation is so common, we can take advantage of any feature
or technology from the Web. Obviously, from that URL, the
user will be able to browser the web using hyperlinks.

Systems implementing the LAW concept will have a client-
server architecture. The client consists of a mobile device
(usually a smart-phone), the software running in the device
(a LAW-enabled browser and context data providing services,
such a location service), and the user. We include the user
as part of the client because some context data could be
introduced directly by the user. On the server side, we will find
hardware (a computer and network devices) and the software
running in that computer (the Location Based Service and
perhaps a Web Server). Client and server will interact with
each other to determine which Context Data is required in

order to find an appropriate URL. That is, client and server will
negotiate which is the best correspondence between Context
Data and URL. Once this URL is found they finish their task
and control is transferred to the Web application.

The correspondence from Context Data to Information
is not trivial. The server could take wide-ranging data into
account to decide the best information for the user. For
instance, position could be measured as latitude and longitude,
but the server could also consider the accuracy of the position
or a relative position to some reference object. Other sensors,
like temperature, could be considered or not depending on
circumstances; even time could be a criterion to select the In-
formation. We can express this relationships with the following
expression:

URL = law(x, y,Context Data)

Where (x, y) are the coordinates of the position and
Context Data is the rest of the data required by the server and
available at the client, either automatic or manually introduced
information. Thus, the problem will be finding the best solution
for the “law” correspondence and the design of protocols and
systems to implement that solution in a real system. Obviously
the design should meet the usual criterion for a software
system: it should be simple, extensible and scalable, flexible,
and so on. These criteria will be followed by a mixed of mature
and successful software technologies and protocols such as
Internet and Web communications or XML. Actually, XML
will be the base to provide system scalability in the description
of Context Data, both at client and server without changing
interfaces.

III. THE LAW PROTOCOL

In order to implement the client-server architecture, we
have established a communication protocol. This is a protocol
in the application ISO layer, like for instance HTTP, but more
complex. Actually, one of defining characteristics is that it
uses both UDP and TCP. The communication will consist of
the following stages: first the discovery of the service; then a
session will be opened; in the session client and server will
negotiate Context Data; the session will be closed by the server,
it will return an URL; and finally control will be transferred
to a standard Web (i.e. HTTP) communication.

1) The client discovers the LAW server using a broad-
cast UDP message.

2) Then client and server connect using TCP, a session
is opened.

3) Client and server negotiate the Context Data by
interchanging one or several messages.

4) Server closes session by sending a result, typically an
URL.

5) Communication switches to HTTP (Web) when the
law session is closed. Client or server could control
that communication and interrupt it when Context
Data changes.

In order to simplify the protocol implementation, the messages
will have the following restrictions:

1) Messages over TCP are formatted using XML, be-
sides, to simplify message parsing, each message
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Fig. 1. Communication Sequence Diagram.

ends with a null character (’\0’) after closing XML
root node.

2) If the client or server need to send binary data they
will encode that information using base64 like in
email protocol (SMTP). Note that the binary data is
part of the context and not the information. Trans-
mitting binary data as information is dealt with using
HTTP. Note also the server could deliver binary
information just including a link to it.

We did not use other designs, servers or protocols, for example,
SOAP or REST because we need a discovery stage (not
possible with those alternatives) and because SOAP or REST
depends on HTTP and we would like to keep the server as
simple and light as possible. There is no need to implement
or install a full HTTP server when we will use only a
small fraction of its functionality. Beside, those protocols are
designed to deliver information, and not to negotiate which
is the best information. Even more, a HTTP server should
be designed as state-less. We don’t use DNS for the discovery
stage for a similar reason: discovering the server is quite simple
using the same low-level technology of DNS (actually UDP
messages), so there is no reason to integrate a new functionality
in that service, especially because it is designed to resolve a
completely different problem.

In Figure 1 we can see the sequence diagram for the com-
munication process. We can observe that the communication
between client and server is always initiated by the client,
and that the server will be always available for answering
such incoming requests. The communication between LAW
client and the Discovery Server is based in UDP, while the
communication between LAW client and LAW Server is based
on TCP, either using SSL or not.

The discovery stage consists of two messages: the client
message, which is just a UDP broadcast message with the text:
“LAW SERVER REQUEST” and the answer from the server,
which is another datagram with the text: “LAW SERVER
AVAILABLE AT X.X.X.X:port [SSL]” where X.X.X.X:port
are the IP address of the server and the port where the law
server is listening for incoming TCP connections.

At the beginning of the law session, the client will connect
to the server using TCP, then it will request the opening of the

session with an XML message. An example of this message
is shown in Listing 1; note that the position is included in
the message, the location is mandatory to enable the server to
filter out Context Data for that position.

Listing 1. Opening a session
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<law_open_session

xmlns:law="http://wiki.dii.etsii.upm.es/schemas/law"
law:versionName="1.0" >
<user_agent>Android CAR-UPM Client</user_agent>
<position x="23.4545" y="13.589641"/>

</law_open_session>

The server will answer with an acknowledgment and will
add what contexts are available. An example of server response
is shown in Listing 2.

Listing 2. Opened Session
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<law_opened_session

xmlns:law="http://wiki.dii.etsii.upm.es/schemas/law"
law:versionName="1.0">
<acknowledgement result="OK"/>
<host_Agent>Linux CAR-UPM Host</host_Agent>
<available_contexts>

<context type="task">
<for_position type="anywhere">
<doing value="moving to"></doing>

</context>
<context type="task">

<for_position type="near" radius="10m"
x="23.4545" y="13.589641">

<doing value="looking for">
<item>extinguisher</item>
<item>smoke detector</item>

</doing>
</context>

</available_contexts>
</law_opened_session>

Once the session is open, the client will provide Context
Data for the server. The client will send the data and the
server will ask for further information or reply with the result
closing the session. In Listing 3 we can see an example of a
message from the client: it declares that the client is interested
in looking for smoke detectors at the given position.

Listing 3. Context Client Message
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<law_open_session

xmlns:law="http://wiki.dii.etsii.upm.es/schemas/law"
law:versionName="1.0" >
<client_context>

<context type="task">
<for_position x="23.4545" y="13.589641"/>
<doing value="looking for">
<item>smoke detector</item>
</doing>

</context>
</client_context>

</law_open_session>

The answer from the server is shown in Listing 4: it closes
the session and returns the result, the URL with the relevant
information. At that stage the hybrid web browser will change
to HTTP mode to retrieve and show the content contained in
the resulting URL.

Listing 4. Server response and closing session
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<law_open_session
xmlns:law="http://wiki.dii.etsii.upm.es/schemas/law"
law:versionName="1.0" >
<close_session result="URL">
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Fig. 2. System Design (UML Component Diagram).

<URL value="http://wiki.dii.etsii.upm.es/result.html"/>
</close_session>

</law_open_session>

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN

Here we present the design and hardware/software im-
plementation details of the LAW concept. In Figure 2 we
could see the UML (Unified Modeling Language) composite
diagram for the system, where the component names are self-
descriptive. Note that the Web Server and the Web browser
could be any of the existing implementations for those func-
tionalities; for instance, the Web Browser could be just a
derived class from the WebView android class.

In order to deploy the system, we have to select hardware
and software. The complete system will consist of the follow-
ing hardware:

• A mini-PC. We have selected a Raspberry B due to its
low price and complete set of features. We are mainly
interested in its capability to run a Web server easily,
although additionally it can also provide infrastructure
support for a WIFI network by adding a USB-WIFI
adapter, and we will be able to develop the LAW
server using standard programming tools.

• Android-based smart-phone. The smart-phone will
provide the location and the Context Data. It will run
the LAW client.

• RF beacons. To provide indoor location, as described
later.

The new software will be:

• LAW client. An Android application, it will be an
extended web browser, that is, it will support the LAW
protocol and will be capable of web browsing.

• LAW server. A service to be executed in a Linux
system that will support LAW protocol.

• Discovery Server. A service to be executed in a Linux
system that will support the reply of the discovery
request for the LAW server address and port.

SmartPhone

Mini‐PC
(Raspberry Pi b)

Server

Fig. 3. An example for system layout.

Fig. 4. The Indoor Navigation App, running on Android.

Figure 3 shows an alternative layout of the system, where
we have chosen to deploy the LAW Server and the Dis-
covery Server in the same machine, a Mini-PC called Rasp-
berry Pi b [7]. The Web Server will run in a separate machine
(a standard Linux Server), the LAW client will be executed in
a smart-phone and the WIFI network will be deployed using
standard Access Points.

Prior to establishing this design, we developed two pro-
totypes that implement the most critical features of the LAW
service. Actually the LAW concept arises as a consequence
of the results achieved in these projects because they provide
evidence of the viability of building such a system. The first is
an Android App for indoor location, and the second consists
of an App for indoor navigation, a Web application to serve
guiding images to users and a C++ program that finds the path
and communicates the results using sockets. We will make
a refactoring of them to produce the Context-Data Provider
(and eventually Law Server) and the Location Provider. These
projects are described in the following sections to provide a
partial validation of the design.

V. INDOOR ORIENTATION SYSTEM

This system has a client-server architecture, the client
Android App uses a plain-text protocol to negotiate Context-
Data about navigation inside a building with a Orientation
Server. Figure 4 shows the GUI for the Android App. The
client side consists of a GUI and a communication subsystem,
they main functionality and components are:

• two Activities: one to select origin and destination and
another to display images,

• a TCP socket client to send the Server the required
path and a HTTP client that retrieves the images from
a Web
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Fig. 5. A graphical display of a building graph

The client and server exchange two messages, the client
sends the origin and destination in a plain-text message; the
server replies with a list of URL of images.

The server implements path-finding by means of A-star
algorithm over a graph. The graph is loaded from a Graphviz
file. An example of a graph is showed in Figure 5. The graph
is displayed as an undirected graph, but it is configured as
a directed graph, when two vertices are adjacent we produce
both edges, thus we could associate different images to each
edge depending on the point of view and direction of the path.

VI. INDOOR LOCATION AND NAVIGATION SYSTEM

In order to provide automated position in so-called GPS-
denied environments, typically indoors, it is necessary to
develop advanced position solutions. In these environments,
location has to be produced independently from other available
sensorial information [8].

One widely used possibility, and the one employed in this
work, is based upon Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) of the
motion of the user. PDR obtains an estimate of the trajectory of
a person by integrating the absolute displacement and turn data
provided by an accelerometer and gyroscope carried by the
user, as shown in figure 6 [9]. As it is well known, pure PDR
approaches tend to become inaccurate in a relatively short time,
due to sensor’s noise and bias. For this reason, the position
predictions can be corrected by comparing their information
with received signal strength (RSS) of radio-frequency bea-
cons in the environment, normally wifi access points or base
station mobile telephony signals, although any radio-frequency
emitting source can be used [10]. A Kalman filter approach
can be used to combine (fuse) information from both sources.
Likewise, this methodology permits to incorporate additional
sensor information. For example, a magnetometer will give
information about the orientation of the user with respect to
the Earth’s magnetic field; a barometer can be used to detect
changes in height, for example, when walking from one floor
of a building to the next; a luminance sensor is used to detect
light sources (like lamps) and distinguish when we are indoors
or outdoors; etc.

If, additionally, we have access to a map of the environ-
ment, personal localization can be augmented with location-

Fig. 6. Basic scheme for PDR-based estimate of the trajectory of a person.
The ZUPT module resets the gyroscope and accelerometer biases when the
foot of the person is instantly still.

based services, such as navigation, push-pull advertising, aug-
mented reality applications, etc [11]. The current strategy
employed in this work is based upon a combination of PDR
and position estimate corrections from external wifi points,
and absolute orientation as given by the magnetometer. Con-
veniently, the needed sensors are currently available in most
modern smart-phones.

The Indoor Navigation System (IndoorNav) is an Android
application developed by some of the author of this paper
at the Center of Automation and Robotics (Lopsi group,
CAR, Arganda, Spain), which leverages the techniques already
described together with the sensor systems usually present in
smartphones to provide accurate indoor location and guidance
in real time (see figure ??). IndoorNav has been developed
using the Eclipse IDE suite, and is programmed in Java. The
Eclipse suite contains the necessary DSK and API modules to
program the location and navigation kernel (which was orig-
inally developed in Matlab), and provide advanced interface
capabilities.

IndoorNav consists of several services: one of them a
SensorData services which runs in the background and con-
tinuously captures the smartphone sensors’ readings. The un-
processed data acquired by the SensorData service can be
shown directly through the screen, as seen in figure 8. This
includes accelerometer and gyroscope data, wifi access points
available in the CAR building and their signal strengths, GNSS
psoitioning data, as well as other sensors (magnetometer,
temperature, humidity, barometer, etc).

The sensor data is processed by proprietary algorithm
which consists in an implementation of a particle filter [9].
The output of IndoorNav’s positioning/navigation engine is
given in figure 7, consisting in physical location (such as
latitude and longitude coordinates) and symbolic location in
a more natural language (building, floor, room and region
of interest if defined). For the last part, the application has
pre-recorded maps of representative environments, such the
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Fig. 7. The IndoorNav application, running on Android. Positioning in-
formation (physical coordinates, symbolic location and activity recognition)
produced by the IndoorNav Location engine. The display rate is 2 Hz
(customizable).

Fig. 8. Physical data captured by the SensorData background service of
IndoorNav. The display rate is 4 Hz (customisable).

CAR-CSIC building. The program can also provide simple
information about the movement and the activity carried by
the user.

Finally, in figure 9, we see a recorded trajectory of a user
in a mixed indoor/outdoor scenario (light blue trace), overlaid
on an aerial photograph of our area (provided by Google
Maps). As can be seen, although the position accuracy is
variable, IndoorNav is able to seamlessly provide valid position
estimates in both indoor and outdoor situations.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have designed the concept and protocol to support
an Information System based on Location and Context Data,
which we have called Location Aware Web (LAW). Although
the system is not fully developed yet, we have made hard-
ware/software prototypes that prove the feasibility of concept.

The designed system will provide a robust, simple and
extensible implementation of LAW. Besides, being the LAW
concept an extension of the Web, it could be easy developed

Fig. 9. Sample trajectory estimated by the IndoorNav localization and
navigation system at CAR center, Arganda, Madrid (left: hybrid view; right:
normal view).

and integrated in industry at a minimum cost to improve the
quality of information, specially when dealing with complex
industrial processes. It will be able to manage location, time
and other context data seamless. More over, it will take
advantage of the widely distribution of smart-phones, because
any smart-phone, now and in future, will be able to browser
the Web.
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